ThreatQuotient™ Professional Services provide the core capabilities of assess, design and build for your next-generation security operations. The goal is to create and begin the strategic path necessary to effectively utilize threat intelligence within your security program, whether that involves leveraging intelligence only through automation or staffing and supporting a threat analyst team within the organization.

ASSESSMENT SERVICES

ThreatQuotient experts work with clients to assess the current state of threat intelligence within their operations from both organizational and functional perspectives. Services include process, technology, resources and capacity assessment; understanding client needs and defining workflow to support. The results are a strategic plan and environment-specific recommendations for implementing a technical architecture and intelligence-driven security program for threat operations and management.

FUNCTION

- Capabilities, Processes, Procedures, Technology
  - How “good” are we at executing our roles?
  - Is intelligence integrated into how we execute and communicate?

ORGANIZATION

- Capacity, Resources, Structure, Support
  - What kinds of capabilities can we leverage based on our people and structure?
  - How well are our people trained to leverage threat intelligence?

ASSESSMENT SERVICES

- CTI Introduction
- Program assessment and definition

DESIGN SERVICES

- Threat Intelligence Overview
- Threat Intelligence platform design
- Platform training
- Platform use cases and workflows
- API/SDK design and use
- Connector creation lab

BUILD SERVICES

- Custom connector development
- Attribute workflow customization
- Deployment actions
- Workflow automation
DESIGN SERVICES

Threat intelligence experts provide design and operational training around threat intelligence. Services include intelligence operations and platform training, as well as training on how to integrate a platform with the rest of a client’s security infrastructure; installation and configuration of environment-specific integrations, use cases and workflow; and advanced product training.

BUILD SERVICES

ThreatQuotient provides build and implementation services to create custom connectors between the ThreatQ™ platform and other security tools and systems used in the client environment. Additional development can also be performed to create automated workflows within the platform, set attributes against data sets/feeds, auto-enrich specific indicator sets or provide specific deployment actions against intelligence.

THREATQUOTIENT PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PERSONNEL

ThreatQuotient leverages industry-leading practices and expertise to assist organizations in transitioning their security operations to a threat operations and management framework. Our Professional Services team brings more than ten years of commercial threat intelligence experience and over two decades of government intelligence and cybersecurity experience.

FREE CTI INTRODUCTION

If you are considering a transition to using more Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) and threat operations, ThreatQuotient can help. Our CTI experts are available to review your current operations and provide environment-specific recommendations about how you can empower your teams with their own threat operations and management program.

Sign up today at threatq.com/ps.

ABOUT THREATQUOTIENT™

ThreatQuotient understands that the foundation of intelligence-driven security is people. The company’s open and extensible threat intelligence platform, ThreatQ™, empowers defenders to ensure the right threat intelligence is utilized within the right tools, at the right time. Leading global companies are using ThreatQ as the cornerstone of their threat intelligence operations and management system, increasing security effectiveness and efficiency.

For additional information, please visit threatq.com.
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